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Continent, but Poland, like Yugoslavia, was not anxious to take
a big initiative—it was impossible to foresee what would follow
such initiatives. Poland believed in maintaining good relations
with her neighbours, and in doing so felt she was contributing
to the general peace. As a result of geography their two countries
held different views on some points, but regarding the general situa-
tion they were in agreement. On May 28 a joint communique was
published stating that the two Ministers had discussed the inter-
national situation and Polish-Yugoslav collaboration respecting
it on the basis of equality and international solidarity, with proper
consideration for their individual interests. Beck's visit to Belgrade
attracted great interest and much comment throughout Central
Europe, particularly in the two other Little Entente States, in
whose Press opinion was divided concerning its "real object."
THE OUTLOOK
The Parliament met in extraordinary session on June 4, and the
proceedings in the Seym opened with a particularly striking speech
by Skladkowski, the new Prime Minister. After stating that he
had taken the Premiership at the command of the President and of
Rydz-Smigly, he said that the Government would not orient
itself to the extreme Left or to the extreme Right. The former
struggled for the independence of the country and fought the
Bolsheviks in 1920, but now was making non-aggression pacts
with the Communists; the latter, who once had Tsarist Russia
as its ideal, now concentrated on browbeating the Jews. The
Government, however, considered it right that everyone in Poland
should feel himself secure. The Government's policy was the
raison d'ttat of Poland—the good of Poland, according to the ideas
of Rydz-Smigly as expressed in a recent speech, in which he defined
that raison d'etat at present as the defence of Poland in the largest
acceptation of the word; defence not solely against enemies
outside, but "a defence of Poland in ourselves, in such a way as
to cause to surge within us the faculties and forces which will
assure the defence of the country. . . . We must create a union
of disciplined and strong men with one and the same aim."

